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Ghost, a milky-white has-been: Liz Engle, Tianwang Liu, Andrei Ciupan
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Oliver Hart: Jeffrey Wang
Erik Maskin: David Zhang
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Robert Barro: Jack Feng
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Claudia Goldin: Liz Engle

Ken Rogoff : Angie Acquatella
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The script was written and directed by Gregor Schubert in collaboration
with the cast, and produced by Ron Yang.



ACT 1

SCENE 1

A dark room with a table and a chair. Mr. Harvard is counting money

MR. HARVARD (counts) 36, 37, 38...oops, there go two of them in the
trash - (Explaining.) the endowment didn’t do so well this year, you
know - (He drops two banknotes.) ...and we have $36 billion for the year.
Not bad! Oh, I almost forgot - an epsilon for the dining hall workers.
(Hums to self) Harvard, Harvard you can’t hide...it IS catchy!...(gets
into it, dancing)...I can see your greedy side!

LAIBSON (Enters. He is agitated.) Hi Mr Harvard - it’s David Laibson?
Chair of the Economics Department? Yes, so do you have a moment?
I was wondering if you had.. you said you would think about the new
Economics building we talked about...

MR. HARVARD (Tries to hide the money) Oh, David, that won’t work
right now. The unions, you know... And the new engineering faculty...
the business school koi carp pond has been delayed for years... and
Malia Obama has requested new dorm furniture for her dog, so I really
don’t think we can... (Shakes his head.)

LAIBSON (Pleading.) I don’t think you understand -We’re really at break-
ing point - We’ve had to repurpose the storage closets into the new fac-
ultys’ offices - thank goodness they haven’t noticed yet we’ve removed
the fillings from the sandwiches at the lunch seminars and just provide
bread and water...and we are literally stacking the grad students in the
basement. We were thinking about introducing day and night shifts for
the desks, but some people were concerned about security if students
had to commute at night...

MR. HARVARD (Dismissive.) Grad students... I really think now is not
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the right moment to discuss this, David, but I’m sure that we can come
up with a solution tomorrow.

LAIBSON (Aside.) I’ve heard that one before. (To Mr. Harvard:) Look,
are you sure that you are going to feel like discussing it tomorrow? You
told me the same thing yesterday, and we are running out of money...

(Mr. Harvard pushes David towards the door.)

MR. HARVARD (Pushing David out and closing the door.) Tomorrow,
David, tomorrow! I will need my office now, thank you, thank you,
David, bye! Bye bye!

LAIBSON (Muffled. From behind the door) But,...the goose! The golden
eggs! Beta delta!

(Mr. Harvard sighs with relief, walks back to his desk, goes to retrieve
the money from its hiding place. Enter Ghost of Harvard Past.)

GHOST PAST (Drawn-out, sing-song voice.) Mr. Harvard... How do you
dooooo?

MR. HARVARD (Scared. Confused.) Who or what are you? Hmmmm,
you look old, are you an alumnus? An “old boy”? Alumni affairs is
down the hall...You look sooo...transparent - but also opaque, kind of
milky! Do you work in marketing? I hope you made some money with
that....

GHOST PAST (Drawn-out, sing-song voice.) Iiiiii am the Ghooooost of
Harvard Econ Past! I will show you the way things used to be...

(Ghost billows its coat and envelops Mr. Harvard. Loud whooshing
sound by the entire cast. Ghost and Mr. Harvard go in circles on the
stage while music plays. Then, they vanish stage right and reappear in
the middle of Littauer, several decades earlier. The background is an
old picture of the building lobby or the building)

SCENE 2

The Past. It is bright and happy. Fairies may still be alive in
this age. It resembles the early ‘90s. The scene opens with a box sitting
on a table. Ghost Past and Mr. Harvard enter stage right and observe.
Enter Andrei Shleifer, followed by Oliver Hart.

SHLEIFER (Gesturing towards the room around him. Russian accent) We
really have it quite nice here, Oliver - you will like it. You may think
of me as...fast and loose, “loosy-goosy” as they say, but we really have
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quite a nice group here. A couple of Nobel Prizes too... (Points at a
box on the table.)

HART Wow, look at that! The box of Nobel Prizes! (Reads.) Sveriges
Riksbank, Ricksbenk, Riiiiiksbaaahnk. (Laughs.) Leontief, ... Arrow,
... Kuznets! This really IS a good economics department. The box is a
little big though isn’t it? This would fit at least five more...

SHLEIFER (Takes Oliver by the shoulders.) Well, we didn’t have a smaller
box...Oh, here comes Erik. (Erik Maskin enters.) Erik! Come over
here! Erik here made the right choice a couple of years ago and moved
across town. Erik, what do you like best about this department?

MASKIN (Thinks for a moment.) The space! There is so much space!
And the resources are amazing - I heard there is a full wing of the
building that has nothing but empty rooms with blackboards and chalk
in them. And it’s REALLY nice chalk, too...in fact, everything over
here seems to be monotonically better than at MIT, so of course the
department overall is better too! Hmmm....you know, I just thought
of something...an idea... (Hurriedly.) I need to go! (He walks away.
Turning back.) Go Crimson! (Gives a thumbs-up. Exits stage right.)

HART I think I like it here. Maybe I SHOULD leave MIT...

SHLEIFER (Smiling. Putting his arm around Hart and leading him off)
Smart man. Very smart. Now let me show you what real coffee tastes
like...

(They exit stage right.)

MR. HARVARD (Coming further into the room.) This...is amazing! The
Economics department back then was a-MA-zing! (Marveling at his
surroundings, while coming up with ever better metaphors.) They were
like the Tom Brady of Social Sciences! ...The Beyonce of contract theory!
...The....The Jon Snow of mechanism design!

GHOST PAST ...before he was stabbed by his men...

MR. HARVARD (Affirming.) ...before he was stabbed by his men. Thanks
for showing me this, Mr. Ghost, let’s see more of this - I wonder what
Larry Summers is up to... (Running around excitedly.)

(Unbeknownst to Mr. Harvard, Ghost Past is replaced by Ghost Present)

GHOST PRESENT We don’t have time for that! But Larry is fine, trust
me! He always is. We need to go back to the present - I think you may
be interested to see how things have changed.
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(Ghost billows its coat and envelops Mr. Harvard. Loud whooshing
sound. They vanish stage right and reappear in the middle of present-
day Littauer.)

SCENE 3

The Present. Grey and dreary. Like a cloudy day in late Fall. No
more fairies left alive. Again, Ghost Past and Mr. Harvard enter stage
right and observe. Again, Oliver Hart walks in stage left, now with less
spring in his step. He speaks to an invisible crowd off-stage.

HART ...As you said, Andrei, fast and loose, ha ha! Thank you everyone,
I was gobsmacked when I heard the news. But, ...this celebration is
making me nostalgic. At one point, we were clearly the best economics
department in the world, the bee’s knees,...and now...more of a damp
squib, eh?

He laughs and toasts towards off-stage. Drinks. Walks off stage left.
Enter David Laibson, distraught, returning from Mr. Harvard’s office,
to meet the small group of new admits who are standing center stage.

LAIBSON (Slightly off.) Welcome to Harvard! Good news! I just heard
that tomorrow I may have a talk about a plan to engage in conversation
regarding a timeline to fund a new economics building...once the new
science center has been built for Malia Obama! And so many junior
hires comind down the line - you will see! - there is nothing to worry
about, really, nothing at all, don’t you worry,...(Mumbling.) It’s okay!
It’s going to be okay...

(The students look at each other in confusion. Laibson leads them off.)

LAIBSON I hope you brought your winter jackets - some of the rooms get
a little bit cold...

(Unbeknownst to Mr. Harvard, Ghost Present has been replaced by
Ghost Future)

GHOST FUTURE I think that’s enough. Let’s see where this is going....

(Ghost billows its coat and envelops Mr. Harvard again. Loud whooshing
sound. They vanish stage right and reappear in the middle of Harvard
Square, several decades later.)
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SCENE 4

Harvard Square. A wasteland. Darkness has fallen and may
never retreat again. Demons roam freely. Shadowy figures, their clothes
in tatters, are roaming the stage. Larry Katz is standing on a sidewalk
with a stack of QJEs, trying to hand them to passersby. Claudia is
sitting on the sidewalk with a handwritten cardboard sign saying “Need
$ 4 Data”. Ed Glaeser walks around, manically approaching strangers.

GLAESER Heigh-ho! It is the merriest of times and Bob’s your uncle!
Would you would like me to solve your problems? Hunters and gath-
erers? What’s the equilibrium? Don’t you wonder? Why does no one
wonder anymore what the equilibrium is? And housing...what happened
to housing...HOUSING! (He is yelling at thin air.)

BARRO Ed, you should have left for Goldman before it was too late - I
jumped the ship just in time. You would have liked it - we own a lot of
toll bridges...

GLAESER (Whispering to himself as if trying to remember.) Bridges, bridges...bridges!

BARRO (Barro shakes his head sadly, sighs, and walks off) What a waste.

MASKIN (Playing chess on the street with someone whose back is turned to
the audience. With desperation in his eyes.) It’s a complete game. All
the moves are known...What are the moves...where does it end? Who is
the Queen? Who kills the king?

(A screenshot of the Purple Wedding appears on the back screen - just
for a second.

ROGOFF (Turns away from the chess board.) Erik, I already know a thing
or two about chess! You are taking this too seriously - we are just
trying to make money by playing chess in the park. Alright, here we
go...(Moves a piece.) Ha! I got you! That was just a speculative attack!

(They continue playing quietly for the rest of the scene. David Laibson
is making himself comfortable in a tent, placing stacks of papers on the
floor.)

LAIBSON (Still strangely upbeat.) At least we have a new building...Great
ventilation!

(Enter workers with a sign. They hang it up in the middle of the stage.
It reads “Cambridge, proud home of two economics giants: MIT and
Lesley University.”)

LAIBSON (Incredulous.) What is this? “Lesley University”. Do they even
HAVE an economics department? That it should come to this...
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(Laibson staggers towards Larry Katz.)

KATZ (Rehearsed.) Would you like to buy a QJE and support those down
on their luck, sir. Food or proprietary data donations are also always
welcome...Hey, David, is that you? What’s going on? Are you alright?

LAIBSON (As if he just awoke from a slumber.) Where is everyone? Where
did they all go? Ed, Erik... (Looking around as if counting.) Where is
Andrei?

KATZ (Shrugs.) Became a fitness instructor when the new building fell
through. Said he liked running better than office hours anyway.

LAIBSON (Counting on his fingers.) Barro?

KATZ (Shrugs.) Went to Goldman. Rare disasters research became quite
lucrative after 2016...

(The dialogue now is a rapid-fire back-and-forth.)

LAIBSON Alesina?

KATZ Skiing professionally.

LAIBSON Jeff Miron?

KATZ Oh, he opened a weed dispensary in Central Square last year - I hear
business is going well!

LAIBSON Summers?

KATZ (Deadpan.) Stagnated.

LAIBSON Raj Chetty?

KATZ (Concerned.) David....

LAIBSON I know, I know, I remember that one...

LAIBSON Stantcheva, Farhi, Gabaix?

KATZ All went to France to start a new (mimicking a French accent.) “Har-
vard”.

LAIBSON How about Greg Mankiw? Is he still around?

KATZ No....He is trading Hamilton tickets full-time now.

LAIBSON Lamentable.

KATZ Indeed.
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LAIBSON And everyone else...?

KATZ Stanford...

LAIBSON Hmm...I see.

GLAESER (Whispering.) Hey, guys,...come with me, I found some food!

LAIBSON Where?

GLAESER (Apologetic voice.) It’s a “sociology” seminar. But, you wouldn’t
believe the spread that they have - truffles, lobster, caviar...the seminar
is on ”Post-Capitalism, Gendered Exploitation, and Burritos”, but they
don’t mind if we just come for the food as long as we don’t mention
causality in the seminar.

LAIBSON I love Burritos!

(They leave stage left. Blackout. The Ghost and Mr. Harvard. return
to Mr. Harvard’s office.)

SCENE 5

We are back in the dark room with the table and chair. Mr. Harvard is
making sure the money is still there. Turns

MR. HARVARD (Aghast.) What...was...that? These people were...are...professors
of economics! What...happened?

GHOST FUTURE I think you know what happened...

MR. HARVARD (Looks at the money in his hands. Looks at the Ghost.)
David...the building...they needed money for more hires and more space.
And I...procrastinated and pushed it off. Wow! Things went south fast,
huh?

GHOST FUTURE It doesn’t have to be that way. This was only one
possible future. But you can change it! It’s up to you! I think you know
what to do...

MR. HARVARD I think I have an idea. Thank you, thank you for showing
me this. Now, if you DO want to make a donation...

GHOST FUTURE (Hurrying away.) Goooood byeeeee!
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SCENE 6

We are in front of Littauer. Mr. Harvard is gleaming.

MR. HARVARD Welcome, everyone! I am very excited to announce that
we have solved the problem of a lack of money and space for (Air quotes.)
“people” in the economics department permanently...

(He unveils a new sign for Littauer. It reads “Machine Learning with
Social Applications Department”. Sad music plays. Blackout.)


